ARYAN NATIONS CALLS FOR WHITE UNITY

The Aryan Nations is on fire with Aryan anger. It is the natural outcome of our culture being
discarded into the dumpster of history. We face the end of our existence by DeFacto ZOG
Government sponsored and Jewmedia endorsed genocide.
The Jewish enemy controls our Mass media which controls the minds of millions of
brainwashed sheepeople. Most of our blood are mere robots programmed by jewmedia
filth.
These desperate times can cause a patriot to lash out like a wounded animal; sometimes
attacking both enemies and friends. Our situation is tragic, but it won't be solved by turning
against our own kind. Conflict within the White ranks only strengthens the kike enemy.

The White Race's only hope is to think and act as a unified
Aryan Brotherhood using skin as our uniform.
All Aryan Nations, KKK, National Socialists, Skins are our
BLOOD BROTHERS!
If you are White & love your Christ, Race & Nation you are
our Aryan family!
But non-whites will never be part of our racial family. They are merely subhuman debris
afflicted with the genetics of inferiority. Even those "nice" non-whites who are lawabiding
are still capable of doing massive destruction to our bloodline.
If a white brother has done something to offend you must learn to forgive. Granting
forgiveness doesn't mean you should open your guard to potiential future attacks. For
example, if A white decides to act like a nigger and steal from you, only a retard would
expose themselves to becoming a victim again. However you shouldn't shun the person
completely. You should still be willing to work together to drop flyers, lead a rally, or
promote the cause in other ways. Sometimes we are better off just swallowing our pride

and taking one for the White team.
When shouldn't you forgive a White Patriot who has offended you? When the racialist has
openly embraced the Zionist-darkside. We should never forgive those who support our
enternal enemies that kill our kin. White race-mixers, jew-lovers, diversity-cultists,
ect...These vile creatures are far worse than any sub-human nigger and should be treated
like the slimy treasonous maggots they are.
Aryans Brothers: Forget the past and work for a whiter future. White blood is indeed thicker
than water and It's the blood of our own kind that can save us.
If we lose the war for racial destiny the entire human species will continue descending into
animal status. Our world will completely revert back to the jungle and we will have lost all
that our ancestors fought and died for.
Certainly this is more important than petty differences or transgressions.
The choice is clear honky-cracker-gringo-whitey:
work together or die apart.
As the great Scientist and Patriot Ben Franklin said:
"Gentlemen we must all hang together or we will most
assuredly hang seperately."
Unite and let's keep it white!
HAIL WHITE VICTORY!
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